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Latest Blogs
Get into gear! Brace yourself for the driving law overhaul in 2024
|
Our driving theory test app needs you!
|
Celebrating a 6 year winning streak for Driving Test Success
|
Candidates with Special Needs
|
Theory Test Pass Marks and Pass Rates
|
7 steps to prepare for your first driving lesson







Pass Your Theory Test With Us!

We’ve Helped Over 17 Million Learners!

Since 1997 millions of new drivers have passed their test thanks to the best-selling range of learning materials from Driving Test Success.
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The stats speak for themselves!

Learners who complete our Pass Guarantee have a 97% pass rate compared to the national average of just 44%.




Theory Test 4 in 1 app

Full access to Theory Test, Hazard Perception, Highway Code and Road Signs.



Free pass Guarantee

Pass first time or we’ll refund you your


£23

test fee back! T&Cs apply




DVSA revision materials

Contains the latest DVSA licenced content


From the people who set the tests




Unlimited Mock Tests
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Sit timed mock tests to help improve your skills and get test ready.




Learner Plan

Guides you from start to finish to ensure that first time pass!



Lifetime Access

Download the 4 in 1 app for just


£4.99

and get FREE lifetime access and updates to all the Theory Test content.






But don’t just take our

word for it

Apple’s No.1 paid iPhone app for 6 consecutive years! Plus, 220,000+ ratings and reviews averaging 4.8 out of 5.
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We’ve Earned Countless Awards and Set a New Standard of Excellence
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What our customers say…





Must Have

If you want to pass this

is THE app


Zachree69






Fantastic

Used this app and got a pass first time. The questions are very similar to the ones in the test and the hazard perception helps you practise well. Would definitely recommend!


divinevortex






You need this

This app is brilliant! got me through my theory test and i passed first time. i would definitely recommend this app, it has everything you need to pass! don’t worry about the learning the whole highway code. instead do the practice questions, mock tests and hazard perception and they’ll definitely help you get through it. good luck!


isabellea36






Passed in TEN days

I downloaded this app after hearing good things. I got 47/50 on the multiple choice and 65/75 on the hazard perception THANK YOU!


ChickenParties






Best theory app ever couldn’t have passed without it!

Before using this app I was finding it very difficult to understand the theory test. Then I started using this app and passed first try after using it. Highly recommend it to anyone struggling with theory revision.!


Cal;-)






Worth it!

This app helped me pass first time! The free pass guarantee motivated me so much and encouraged me to complete all the goals which was so helpful and I possibly wouldn’t have passed without. I would really recommend.


rachopaul4ever






Absolutely essential for a pass

The FREE PASS GUARANTEE provides a great incentive to prepare properly for the test. I would not have passed without this app.


Hazbro2






Passed my theory with full marks

Genuinely great resourceful app and the free pass guarantee is absolutely a guarantee, wouldn’t recommend anything else.


TisTheGabe31013
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Pass your Theory Test the first time with the award-winning Driving Theory Test 4 in 1 app, for just £4.99!
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our solutions

	Theory Test 4 in 1 app
	Learn to Drive app
	Online Solutions
	DTS Anytime



useful links

	Blog
	About DTS
	Support
	App Referral Program
	Terms and Conditions



Follow Us
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